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Lee Highway Initiative 

Community Open Houses 11/29/16; Online Forum 11/28/16-12/9/16 

Preliminary Summary of Results 

12/22/16 

 

Arlington County will kick-off a comprehensive planning study of Lee Highway in 2017. To prepare, staff shared 
preliminary ideas on the potential study elements and study area at two public open houses on November 29, 2016. 
Attendees were invited to fill out a survey to provide additional feedback. The survey and open house materials were 
also available in a virtual forum from November 28, 2016 - December 9, 2016. In total, 260 surveys were submitted. 86 
were provided as paper surveys and 174 were submitted online. The following is a summary of the responses, including 
highlights of some of the responses to the open-ended questions. All survey results are provided in the appendix.  

Survey Respondents 

The majority of the survey respondents (86%) identified themselves as residents in the Lee Highway area. Surveys were 

received from most civic associations along the corridor, with the most surveys being completed by residents in the 

Cherrydale, North Highlands, Old Dominion, and Leeway Overlee civic associations. Eighteen business owners/operators 

and/or property owners also submitted surveys. 

Do you live along the Lee Highway Corridor? 

Yes 223 

No 33 

No response 4 

Do you own or operate a business along Lee 
Highway? Do you own commercial property on 
Lee Highway? 

Business Owner/Operator 13 

Property Owner  4 

Business Owner/Operator and Property 
Owner 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What Civic Association do you live in? 

North Highlands 33 

Cherrydale 32 

Old Dominion 26 

Leeway Overlee 18 

Yorktown 14 

Arlington – East Falls Church 13 

Donaldson Run 12 

Waverly Hills 12 

Glebewood 8 

Maywood 7 

Williamsburg 7 

Lyon Village 6 

Clarendon-Courthouse 5 

Rock Spring 5 

Tara Leeway Heights 4 

Dover Crystal 3 

Waycroft Woodlawn 3 

Woodmont 3 

Gulf Branch 2 

Alcova Heights; Arlington View; Ashton 
Heights; Ballston-Virginia Square; Bellevue 
Forest; Chain Bridge Forest; Cherry Valley 
Nature Area; Dominion Hills; Highland Park-
Overlee Knolls; John M. Langston 

1 
each 

No response/Other/Unclear 8 

No, don’t live in area 5 

No civic association 3 

86%

13%
1%

Do you live along Lee Highway?

Yes

No

No response
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Concern/Aspiration 

Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based on what you 

heard today, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

Below are the comments mentioned 

most frequently in the Question 1 

survey responses, summarized and 

grouped into general topic areas. The 

number in parenthesis after each 

topic indicates the number of times 

this general topic area was noted in a 

survey response. Full responses are 

included in the appendix. The 

information below also includes 

comments from post-it notes on 

presentation boards at the open 

houses. 

 Transportation (173)  

o Improve walkability 

and pedestrian/bike 

safety 

o Need retail parking solutions 

o Concern about traffic and parking impacts with increased development (including impacts on 

neighborhood streets)  

o Increase transit frequency and infrastructure 

o Balance multimodal users (cars, pedestrians, bicycles transit) on Lee Highway 

o Planning should consider and mitigate impacts from I-66 tolls/widening 

o Reduce traffic and promote traffic calming  

o Maintain use and flow of vehicular commuter traffic 

o Streetscape improvements 

 Density, Building Form and Height, and Urban Design (98) 

o Concern about increased height, density, and parking impacts, including transitions to adjacent 

neighborhoods 

o Improve aesthetics (streetscape, undergrounding) 

o Support balanced, right-size redevelopment that is compatible with existing character and includes good 

architecture and urban design 

o Concentrate mixed use density at nodes 

o Increase density 

 Economic Vitality (59) 

o Preserve and support existing small businesses 

o Provide quality shops, restaurants and retail opportunities 

o Maintain diverse Main Street uses and character 

o Don’t want chains, big box stores, mattress stores, car dealers, 7-11’s 

 Specific Area Comments (57) (these comments varied greatly; a few highlights are included below) 

o Don’t increase density near Potomac Towers (Lee Hwy/Spout Run area) 

Transportation
32%

Density, Building Form and 
Height, and Urban Design

18%

Economic 
Vitality

11%

Specific Area 
Comments

10%

General
7%

Parks and Open Space
6%

Housing
6%

Process/Engagement
5%

Impacts
4%

Other
1%

Concern/Aspiration: Topic Areas Included in Responses
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o Traffic/pedestrian Improvements are needed at: Lee Highway/Old Dominion/Wakefield; Five Points 

(Cherrydale); George Mason/Old Dominion 

o These areas need particular focus: Garden City, Lee Highway between Glebe and Harrison 

o Lyon Village frontage on Lee Highway – some respondents support more density; some did not support 

more density 

o Deck over I-66 in East Falls Church 

o Preserve single-family areas 

 General (36) 

o Big ideas will address concerns 

o Support plan with emphasis on mixed-use, park-once goals  

o Plan should be unique to Lee Highway 

o No universal solution for all of Lee Highway 

 Parks and Open Space (33) 

o Plan should include green space and parks, including community gathering spaces 

o Consider indoor/rooftop recreation 

o Increase tree canopy 

o Improve pedestrian and bicycle access to open spaces 

 Housing (31) 

o Preserve/increase affordable housing for low-income households (Affordable Housing Master Plan 

goals) 

o Explore opportunities to achieve housing for: 

 Middle income 

 Aging in place 

 Missing middle housing types 

 Family-sized units 

 Process/Engagement (27) 

o Civic engagement should allow for broad participation (not just Civic Associations or more typical 

participants) by residents, business owners, property owners, and customers of businesses 

 Impacts (21)  

o Concern/need to understand impacts on schools, public facilities, traffic, and utilities 

o Concern about impacts on single-family homes in the areas identified as “residential edges” 

 Other (18) 

o Sustainability 

o Historic preservation 

o Implementation 

 

Participation  

Question 2. How would you like to participate in this study (check all that apply)? 

Community meetings/workshops 172 

Online surveys 163 

Email 162 

Focus group meetings 161 

Geographic subarea meetings 142 

Web page updates 124 

Periodic bulletins/Citizen 70 
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Nextdoor 60 

Facebook 41 

Web chats 39 

Newspaper 27 

Twitter 19 

Backpack mail/Peachjar 15 

Updates on particular topics 77 

Topics suggested include: land use; height and density; transportation and connectivity; urban 
design (including streetscape); architecture; retail; parks and open space; historic preservation; 
housing (including affordable housing); zoning; natural resources; sustainability; seniors; 
facilities for dog waste collection; aesthetic improvements that don’t cause displacement; 
Harrison Street area; I-66; Garden City; Glebe Road area; and Potomac Towers 

Other ideas 18 

Other ideas suggested include: Letter to all residents; engagement strategies for those who don’t 
have internet access; civic association meetings; information at local libraries; moderated 
comments section on Facebook; progressive web app with updates and discussion forum; and 
engagement strategies that don’t rely solely on civic associations  

 

Study Area 

Question 3. Do you generally agree with this approach to study network-wide elements (i.e. transportation) 
for the larger planning area? Yes or No 

Yes 205 79% 

No 24 9% 

No Response 31 12% 

   

Question 4. Do you generally agree that the commercial and multi-family areas are the right areas to study in 
more detail, while other areas could be refined later? Yes or No 

Yes 163 63% 

No 57 22% 

Unsure 4 1.5% 

No response 36 14% 

 
Question 5. What additional thoughts or questions to you have [about the study area]?  

Most responses to this question focused on concerns and comments on the study area approach, with others raising 

concerns/aspirations noted in the response to Question 1. Highlights from some of the study area comments are 

included below. Full responses are included in the appendix. 

 Corridor is not homogeneous, so vision should not be the same for the whole corridor 

 Study should place an equal focus on network-wide elements and commercial/multi-family areas 

 Consider starting small (either with study or with implementation) 
o Less holistic, but not unreasonable 
o Try 2-3 projects before changing the GLUP throughout the corridor 
o Focus on west end of Lee Highway 

 Concern that some areas will not be fully studied if the focus is on commercial/multi-family areas 
o Residential edges are narrow 
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o Consider duplexes or small townhouses in single-family neighborhoods (don’t ignore single-family at 
expense of other areas) 

o Whole area needs focus and planning 
o Should not ignore issues with current plans (East Falls Church/Cherrydale); these may need fixing 

 Agree with focus area on commercial/multi-family 
o But consider impacts on adjacent residential 
o Preserve single-family neighborhood character 
o Upgrading commercial areas should be the priority 

 

Educational Forums 

Question 6. Staff is exploring the idea of holding educational forums during this process related to some of 
the planning elements that will be discussed. What background information are you interested in learning 
more about? (check any that apply) 

Land Use Scenarios 169 

Urban Design 164 

Transportation 153 

Housing 133 

Parks & Open Space 125 

Economic Vitality 117 

Other Ideas 18 

Other ideas suggested include: incentives for small businesses; Virginia land use and zoning laws; impacts on 
school enrollment and need for new buildings; sustainability; development process (planning versus zoning); 
parking; how to keep out gun stores; historic middle America urban gardens; beauty and art; street changes; 
combining all into a whole; and consider structuring forum as structured, facilitates spaces for information 
exchange, learning and co-creation. 

 

Other Expectation/Considerations 

Question 7: Do you have any other expectations/considerations for this study? 

Most responses to this question focused on the planning process, including the approach to civic engagement. Highlights 

from some of the comments are included below. Full responses are included in the appendix. 

 Civic engagement 

o Frequent check-ins and regular updates with the public 

o Balance varied interests/needs of residents, business and County  

o Coordinate with Falls Church/Fairfax, VDOT, Metro 

o Work with LHA 

o Expand stakeholder participation: 

 Reach out to residents beyond civic associations 

 Businesses 

 Renters 

 Young adults 

 Schools 

o Use creative engagement strategies (webinars, open forums, alternatives to all-day workshops, leverage 

expertise of residents and business owners) 

 Build off work of the Visioning Study 

 Result should be a unique plan – creative, innovate, outside the box, realistic and actionable implementation 



Appendix – Online Surveys 

Responses to the open-ended survey questions are provided directly from the online surveys. No 

changes have been made to the responses. 

 

  Appendix – Online Surveys: 1 
 

Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

I've owned a home on N Adams in the 1900 block for 10 years.  I'm angry that some civic association I've 
never even heard of is suggesting a huge increase in density and 12 story buildings here adjacent to town 
homes and single family homes.  The map showing 3 massive 12 story buildings on Potomac Towers site 
is ridiculous.   The GLUP limit was reduced to low-medium to prevent density/height like the 12 story 
Potomac Towers.  No way is any more housing going to approved on that property unless the county 
wants to spend its time for the next 5 years defending lawsuits.  
 
And why isn't any retail with housing above being suggested for the commercial and multi-family zoned 
property on the south side of Lee Highway from Veitch to Spout Run?   Fix this too. 

I live in the 1900 block of N Wayne St. I am shocked, angry, and disappointed at the increased density, 12 
story building heights, and street changes proposed for my neighborhood, evidently by or with the 
concurrence of NHCA representatives.  On page 46 &amp; 47 of the study, 3 new 12 story buildings are 
shown on the Potomac Towers site. That site, with 406 units, is already at nearly twice the “low-
medium” density allowed by the current GLUP.  No further development should be allowed on that site.   
 
Also, the 3 NHCA representatives credited on the study don’t represent the residents of our 
neighborhood neighborhood. They’ve never asked us if we supported the increased density or 12 story 
buildings shown in their vision. To call this study “community based,” at least for my neighborhood, is an 
outrage. 

I do not want big box commercial chain stores coming to Lee Highway.  I'd like to see a flavor along the 
cherrydale stretch that would be similar to the Rockridge corridor in Oakland, CA. 

Over development of high density housing along the I66 corridor. Specially high density is specified for 
the Adams St and Wayne street block north of Lee Hwy that will severely impact my home. 

These areas serve the broad residential areas around N. Arlington.  We need to make sure that ample 
parking is provided.  Although an admirable goal, I simply would not be taking a bus to get groceries on 
Lee Hwy from Military Road.  Limited development in Cherrydale, Harrison Village would be great, but 
Lee Hwy/Spout Run is already jammed on a nightly basis.  Traffic solutions need to be up front.   
 
As a local, I would also be concerned that we would bring some of the negative aspects of a road like 
Columbia Pike to Lee Hwy.  Major commuter artery, and arguably too much development for the road to 
handle.  Can the roadway handle that many more vehicles? 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

I'm concerned about the 12 story apartment building. My backyard looks toward this view, I'm 
concerned about obstructing my current view and shortage of parking. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

My concern is that the small businesses lining the Lee Highway Corridor will be priced out due to rising 
rents .  I don't want the Lee Highway corridor to become like Clarendon with generic, high-priced, 
corporate shops and / or large apartment complexes.  I am also concerned about increasing vehicular 
traffic.  I have lived in the neighborhood for 17 years, and the traffic is much worse now than it was when 
I moved here. 
 

 

 

I support the idea of developing Lee Highway into a "complete" street etc. I strongly support increasing 
the density and diversity of housing options while reducing the number of surface parking lots etc. My 
concern is that without adequate investment in transit the commuter traffic that currently uses Lee 
highway will flood through the residential areas. In North Highlands we routinely have traffic back ups 
through the neighborhood because offer problems on Lee highway. 

Traffic congestion, esp at Lee Highway &amp; Glebe Road, has a deleterious impact on the surrounding 
residential areas, with lots of traffic cutting through at excessive speed.  Improving traffic flow, safety, 
and public transportation is critical to developing this corridor.  Our neighborhoods should also be 
pedestrian friendly.  Second, new and existing small businesses are one of the strengths upon which the 
plan should build.  New development needs to get serious about setting aside enough parking. The Lee 
Harrison Shopping Center is an example of how NOT to do parking. 

I would like to see improved aesthetics along Lee Highway: remove power lines, widen sidewalks, plant 
trees. I would NOT like to see more development. Arlington has plenty of development along the metro 
corridor already. Many of the neighborhoods along Lee Highway have strong communities which need to 
be preserved. I am especially concerned about the proposed development hub at the intersection of Lee 
Highway and Glebe Road. This is already a very congested intersection which results in much cut-through 
traffic in the adjacent neighborhood. More development at this intersection would NOT be helpful. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

I was quite frankly astonished to see the proposed 3 additional 12-story apartment buildings on the 
current Potomac Towers site.   Our neighborhood is bursting at the seams with density and 
parking/traffic issues and I think I speak for my neighbors on N. Veitch, N. 20th, N. Vance and N. Wayne 
Streets when I say we do not want the GLUP changed and we do not want N. 20th Street extended to 
spout run and turned into an East/West artery.  We were not consulted by the North Highlands Civic 
Association when they endorsed this plan.   The Lee Highway corridor plan needs to stick to Lee Highway.  
This should not be an opportunity for greedy developers to ruin our neighborhoods and our quality of 
life.  I'm opposed to any additional infill in my neighborhood.   There are plenty of used car lots on Lee 
Highway that could be developed instead of moving the density into the neighborhoods adjacent to Lee.  
(ref. page 45-47 of the study) 

  

In General make is more attractive with business and restaurants that we would use. I do not want more 
housing to further the congestion problem. More pedestrian friendly. 

I would like to see improved aesthetics along Lee Highway: remove power lines, widen sidewalks, plant 
trees.  I would NOT like to see more development.  Arlington has plenty of development along the metro 
corridor already.  Many of the neighborhoods along Lee Highway have strong communities which need 
to be preserved.  I am especially concerned about the proposed development hub at the intersection of 
Lee Highway and Glebe Road.  This is already a VERY congested intersection which results in much cut-
through traffic in the adjacent neighborhood.  More development at this intersection would NOT be 
helpful. 

Traffic safety.  Yes. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

You should mandate that all correspondence with neighborhood association representatives is open to 
the public. If neighborhoods feel the need to use the VFOIA to make this happen, all of our lives will 
become more difficult.We live in a single family home in a neighborhood bounded by Vietch(mom's), 66 
and Spout Run. The North Highlands (NHCA) representatives mentioned on the study in no way 
represent our neighborhood. They live on the other side of 66 and so are separated from the areas of 
interest. They did not contact anyone living in the area where the developments referenced in the study 
are proposed. We know almost all, if not all, home owners in our neighborhood and no one has been 
contacted about this proposal. All, if not all single family home owners in our neighborhood are 
adamantly opposed to these proposed changes.  I'm a social scientist by profession. Designing and 
delivering participatory, community based co-creative processes and products is part of my expertise. 
Evidently little about this process so far is in any way recognizable as "community-based" or 
"participatory". I hope that the responses you receive about the study help to change the County's 
orientation to actions that better match their aspirations of honoring "community based" and 
"participatory" planning philosophies and practices.  The below comments further capture my reactions 
and feelings about NHCA and  this proposal...-------------------------------I am shocked, angry, and 
disappointed at the increased density, 12 story building heights, and street changes proposed for my 
neighborhood, evidently by or with the concurrence of NHCA representatives. I live at 2205 North 20th 
Street. On page 46 &amp; 47 of the study, 3 new 12 story buildings are shown on the Potomac Towers 
site. That site, with 406 units, is already at nearly twice the “low-medium” density allowed by the current 
GLUP.  No further development should be allowed on that site.  Also, the 3 NHCA representatives 
credited on the study don’t even represent the interests of our neighborhood. They’ve never asked us if 
we supported the increased density or 12 story buildings shown in their vision. To call this study 
“community based,” at least for my neighborhood, is an outrage. 

I live right behind some of the commercial establishments on Lee Hwy. While I would like for this whole 
corridor to look better and more attractive, I am very concerned about some of these plans. What are 
the plans for the many single family houses for these neighborhoods? We have a close knit, vibrant 
neighborhood in which many of us have invested in significantly in our homes and I am very concerned 
about what some of these plans would mean for us. 

Our house is one-half block from Lee Highway and currently backs to commercial property.  I'm very 
concerned about any big idea that changes density that would force us from our home. 

I am greatly concerned that adding all the infrastructure along Lee highway is going to completely 
diminish our current neighborhood. I live just off of Lee HWY where we have built a close-knit 
neighborhood family. I have two very young sons who are able to play in our quiet front yard and love 
visiting with their neighbors. I am afraid with the roll out of the new infrastructure we will lose this 
community for my family and our quiet street will be littered with cars street parking, etc. We just 
recently moved from the Courthouse neighborhood to have more community and a quieter, family 
friendly neighborhood for our boys and am afraid this infrastructure will send us right back to where we 
moved from. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

My aspiration is for Lee Highway to be a vibrant, diverse, and accessible focal point for the 
neighborhoods along its path -- with a variety of businesses and retail (including small businesses, not 
just chains), good public transportation, and more welcoming and safe for biking and walking. A specific 
concern I have is the "mixing bowl" intersections of Old Dominion/Lee Highway/Wakefield St. They are 
dangerous for both drivers and pedestrians. The Old Dominion/Wakefield St intersection is problematic 
because drivers turning left from Old Lee Highway to Old Dominion routinely fail to recognize or yield to 
oncoming traffic coming out of the neighborhood on Wakefield St. There are accidents or near-accidents 
on a daily basis. Cars following Old Dominion also regularly speed--along the "slip ramp" and the 
straightaway between Lee Highway and Glebe Road. That speed, combined with the fact that crosswalks 
are limited and not easily visible, makes it treacherous to cross the street as a pedestrian. This is 
particularly a problem, because many of the pedestrians are kids crossing the street to reach bus stops. 
Long term, I hope the interchange can be redesigned to improve the safety and appearance. Shorter 
term changes are necessary, however, to address the dangers. At Old Dominion and Wakefield, a change 
in sequence that allowed traffic from Wakefield St a dedicated green light would improve safety. At a 
minimum, it would be useful to better highlight that left-turning drivers must yield to oncoming traffic; 
the current sign is ineffective. A flashing yellow arrow might be more noticeable. On Old Dominion, more 
prominent visual reminders of the speed limit and crosswalks (with flashing lights that can be activated, 
for example) would vastly improve safety. I hope these changes can be made while longer-term 
improvements are considered. 

I'm primarily concerned about radically changing the skyline for current residents.    We live in a pocket 
of single family homes, town houses and predominately low rise apartments northwest of the Veitch / 
Lee Highway intersection.   More low rise apartments right along Lee Highway, such as those at North 
Highland and Lee Highway, make sense.   And there is ample land to increase their number.   Their 
profiles would, I think, not significantly undermine the current feel of the neighborhood with its mix of 
single family homes, townhouses and apartments.  High rises would, however. 

Clean up of the existing retail/commercial buildings while preserving the historic neighborhoods and 
communities that live just steps from Lee Highway.  My biggest concern is high or mid rise buildings 
obstructing views (and reducing property value) from those neighborhoods that most closesly border the 
proposed changes.  These neighborhoods are already walkable and tight knit.  We choose buy here and 
raise our new family here for the neighborhood feel and quiet while being steps away from DC and retail 
convenience of the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor - we never anticipated or wanted Lee Highway to become 
this same type of corridor.  I am an Arlington small business owner myself (retail in Courthouse), so I 
understand and encourage the need for business development. For example, the existing strips need 
serious face lifts in order to encourage desirable businesses to occupy the spaces.  Vacant places like 
Alpine are eye sores for the county and community.  But this development needs to be restrained and 
measured to perserve the beautiful, peaceful neighbors that already occupy the space. 

My biggest aspiration is that we will enhance Lee Hwy carefully, considering not only desires for greater 
density but the existing nature of the neighborhood. My greatest fear is that you have already decided 
against that. For instance, the Glebe/Lee Hwy area is an example where there is little density. Yes, some 
new apartments were developed recently, low rise and in a manner that did not impact the community 
greatly. But nearby are well settled single family home communities that appear to be targeted to have 
monsters built at their property line. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

I am fully against a mixed use hub at Lee Highway and Glebe Road. That will destroy the character of our 
neighborhoods which already are vibrant and attractive. 

The stretch of Lee Highway between Old Dominion and George Mason is an eyesore and does not 
represent a community hub. While some businesses serve the surrounding community, many do not or 
are located in a terrible shopping center (e.g. garden city) -and thus are difficult to reach. This stretch 
needs to be completely reimagined/reinvented so as to create a true community. Furthermore for 
people driving through, a strong impression needs to be created that sends a message that we care 
about our community 

The plan to expand 20th St. and increase adjacent high rise construction will drastically increase traffic in 
my neighborhood of North Highlands.  I own a single family home on N. Wayne St. and an increase in 
high rises surrounding our block will turn our neighborhood into a isolated area surrounded by traffic 
and high rises.  I am disappointed that input was not gathered from my community on N. Wayne St. and 
our neighboring streets and am opposed to the proposed degree of construction in our immediate 
neighborhood. 

better traffic planning.  Making sure that new buildings aren't too big and make the area congested. 

The corner of Wakefield and Old Dominion has a particularly hazardous turning situation which could be 
rectified by dedicated turning lights. i live in the neighborhood north of this intersection and I have 
nearly been hit when driving across Old Dominion from Wakefield towards the Lee Heights Shops. 
Oncoming left-turn traffic will either ignore the drivers going straight through the intersection or two 
lanes will illegally turn left. 

I hope nothing jeopardizes Cherrydale Branch Library.  This is the most important institution for 
Cherrydale, Maywood, Donaldson Run, and all the other neighborhoods north of Lee Highway and east 
of Glebe Road.  The building itself is an architectural jewel that has graced our community for over 50 
years.  It was the first purpose-built branch library in Northern Virginia (Arlington County , Fairfax 
County, Falls Church, and Alexandria). 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

In reviewing the study and maps, especially page 46 and 47, I am amazed at the scale of the increased 
density and height of new buildings and street changes that NHCA envisions for MY immediate 
neighborhood including: 
3 new 12+ story buildings added on the Potomac Towers parking lot and grounds  
2 new 12+ story buildings on N Cleveland  
20th St turned into a major East West street extended from Veitch to Spout Run. 
Vance St opened to the major East West 20th St route 
New major entrance on 20th St and Wayne St. for the current and new Potomac Towers housing 
 
The Potomac Towers property with its 406 units is already at nearly double the density that the current 
General Land Use Plan allows.  THIS SHOULD NOT BE INCREASED  The study, with 3 more 12 story 
buildings shown on the page 47 map, appears to envision an additional 800-1,000 units on the Potomac 
Towers site which is an astounding density increase.  Our children in this neighborhood will lose all sense 
of security and safety -- and traffic will increase immensely. 
 
I cannot believe NHCA representatives (who are supposed to be looking out for us) are again proposing 
increased density and more 12 story buildings in my neighborhood.  Please let me know which 
representatives actually live in my neighborhood. 
 
This proposal has SEVERE negative impacts such as diminished property values and quality of life issues 
like loss of light and views, increased traffic, and parking issues.   
 
I HIGHLY PROTEST any increases in my area's GLUP density in the Lee Highway Planning Survey.  I have 
contacted both my State and Federal Congressmen about this as well. 

Make Lee Highway more bike and pedestrian friendly; not as auto oriented. 

No they will not address my concerns because i like lee hwy the way it is. It haasnt been homoganized 
with a grand plan or overall vision. It's real not artificial.  Besidss i dont think youve done such a good job 
with ballston-rosslyn. That area now makes me claustrophobic. And the restaurants keep closong. 
Perhaps youre overbuilding. 

The proposed development on the Potomac Towers site, with the additional 3 towers is a terrible 
proposal for our community.  Those buildings and other nearby proposals are a unreasonable increase in 
density in just the North Highlands regions north of Lee Highway and south of I-66. We are not being 
adequately notified or represented by the NHCA, which reside north of I-66 and thus are not impacted by 
this development.  This development would endanger our children with increased high speed traffic, 
radically change the immediate yards of over 2 dozen homes from a quiet one way street to a major east 
west commute route, and radically depress property values.  And this site is far removed from the 
metrorail system, so this increased density is poorly located in regards to the urban village design the 
County has strived to achieve. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

The proposed development on the Potomac Towers site, with the additional 3 towers is a terrible 
proposal for our community.  Those buildings and other nearby proposals are a unreasonable increase in 
density in just the North Highlands regions north of Lee Highway and south of I-66. A neighbor's email 
was the first mention we heard of this proposed development, and we strongly feel our neighborhood 
interests are not being represented by the NHCA leadership -- all of which reside north of I-66 and thus 
are not at all impacted by this development.  This level of density is completely wrong for a 
neighborhood so removed from the MetroTrail system; vehicular traffic will increase dramatically, 
causing greater danger for our children, worse air pollution, and congestion.  Our neighborhood already 
suffers from cut-through traffic at high speeds, and no amount of road modifications will make this 
population and density growth manageable.  We strongly oppose this proposed development and want 
to make sure the County and the members of the NHCA re-plan the proposed development plan for this 
portion of Lee Highway, and actually consult with the constituents and citizens that reside in the affected 
neighborhood. 

I have lived in a quiet community between Veitch St. and Adams St. and Lee Highway and 20th St. for 
over19 years. Our community is quiet and friendly.  Neighbors meet, walk, get together, and play on the 
low trafficked Wayne, Vance, and 20th Streets.  We are insulated from I-66 and the high density 
apartments in Potomac Towers by the Potomac Towers parking area.  Please do not destroy our 
neighborhood by filling the Potomac Towers parking area with additional high density apartment 
buildings with an entrance onto our small, quiet Wayne St. and a longer, wider, and busier 20th St.  
Sadly, the North Highlands Civic Association did not make any effort to safeguard our community during 
its participation in the creation of the proposed plan.  The Association appears to have been concerned 
only about the area where its leaders live on the north side of I-66. 

I have lived in a quiet community between Veitch St. and Adams St. and Lee Highway and 20th St. for 
over19 years. Our community is quiet and friendly.  Neighbors meet, walk, get together, and play on the 
low trafficked Wayne, Vance, and 20th Streets.  We are insulated from I-66 and the high density 
apartments in Potomac Towers by the Potomac Towers parking area.  Please do not destroy our 
neighborhood by allowing the Potomac Towers parking area with additional high density apartment 
buildings with an entrance onto our small, quiet Wayne St. and a longer, wider, and busier 20th St.  
Sadly, the North Highlands Civic Association did not make any effort to safeguard our community during 
its participation in the creation of the proposed plan.  The Association appears to have been concerned 
only about the area where its leaders live on the north side of I-66. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

We live in a quiet, friendly community between Veitch St. and Adams St. and Lee Highway and 20th St.  I 
have been a resident of the area for 22 years.  The neighbors are friendly and social.  We take care of 
each other's children and pets. We celebrate holidays together with barbecues in the street, and children 
play in the street.  The Potomac Towers Parking lot insulates us from the high density apartment house, 
as does a wide Adams St.  The small and one-way streets of 20th, Wayne, and Vance help to minimize 
traffic and noise.  Construction that has already occurred in the area has already significantly constrained 
parking and resulted in an over-crowded neighborhood.  I am deeply saddened that the proposal to fill 
the Potomac Towers parking area with three more high density 12-plus story apartment buildings with 
an entrance on Wayne St. and a wider, more heavily-trafficked 20th St. will destroy our quiet 
community.  The NHCA sacrificed our community with this plan.  The NHCC leaders do not live in our 
community and created this plan without consulting or even notifying us.  Please stop this plan in its 
tracks and help to preserve the quiet, high quality of life in our neighborhood. 

I have concerns about a specific point in the plan (p. 46) regarding additional buildings on the site of 
Potomac Towers parking lot. The Potomac Towers property with its 406 units is already at nearly double 
the density that the current General Land Use Plan (GLUP) allows which we believe should not be 
increased.  The study, with 3 more 12 story buildings shown on the page 47 map, appears to envision an 
additional 800-1,000 units on the Potomac Towers site which is an astounding density increase.  
 
Another huge issue in the study is potential transformation of  20th St turned into a major East West 
street extended from Veitch to Spout Run and opening up of Vance St to the major East West 20th St 
route. This will lead to a significant increase in traffic and difficulty with parking (already an issue in the 
neighborhood) and will achieve the opposite of the study's desired objective of walkability and more 
cohesive community.  
 
I am concerned about indisputably negative impacts of these proposed developments on the adjacent 
single-family homes such as diminished property values and quality of life issues such as loss of light and 
views, increased traffic, and parking issues. I think all of the residents of the neighborhood would work to 
maintain the current density specified in GLUP and zoning and preserve the current 3-5 story limits for 
our neighborhood. 

My biggest concern is the improvement of the look and feel along Lee Hwy. This will hopefully attract 
more retail and better businesses moving into this area.  
 
I do think the" big ideas" address most concerns, but I think some of the areas of study at the east end of 
Lee Hwy have already  been significantly improved and more time needs to be spent on the run down 
strip malls and unkempt parking lots towards the west. Mainly. Garden City shopping center, shopping 
center at Lee Hwy and George Mason, and Lee/Glebe. These areas so not reflect the vibrancy of the 
neighborhood that lies just off of Lee Hwy. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

Traffic does not become more congested.  Lee Highway corridor doesn't become a tunnel of high rise 
commercial and residential buildings. For me the Lee Hwy corridor is very walkable, don't destroy that 
amenity. Don't install the same terrible sidewalk concrete crossings that have been put in the 
neighborhoods - raised concrete walls rather than smooth circular corner concrete pads that allow for 
natural street crossing .Don't force out existing businesses;  I like being able to drop cars off at Koons or 
Browns and walk back home. Let's not have a corridor of fast food joints and banks. Adding a few green 
spaces would be great. Have adequate parking for businesses, not everyone is as mobile as they would 
like. 

Your plan will increase the number of cars to the point where it will be dangerous for children. Our family 
has lived here for 22 years and this is our first opportunity for input to the process. 

My neighborhood will be overcrowded. There will be a lot of traffic on our quiet street. This will ruin our 
neighborhood. 

I am very concerned there are plans to build high rise buildings directly adjacent to my house on Wayne 
St. Why didn't I know about this sooner? 

I live in a house next to Potomac Towers and am concerned about the effects the proposed changes will 
have on my community. I am opposed to the high density proposal on the Potomac Towers space. 

We own one of the " even some single-family houses" mentioned on p. 50 of 
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/31/2016/05/LeeHighway_VisioningStudy_May2016.pdf, directly next to the 
proposed widening of 20th Street. It is apparent we live in the area that would bear the brunt of the 
proposed increased density. The fact that the presentation at the Lyon Village Community Center was 
the first any of our very attentive neighbors heard of this proposal refutes the "community consensus" of 
the proposal. I have also come to understand from one of our active community members that it was 
clear to them the North Highlands Civic Association leaders, who represent us but are buffered from the 
focus of the density increase by I-66, prefer to work in isolation. Contrast this with the "care given to the 
configuration relative to neighbors to the immediate south of Lee Highway" 

The Lee Highway corridor is lack of developments in this Semi Urban area!!! As one of the main entrance 
to DC, it shall have some more model buildings and attract more business to come in . Current business 
along lee highway mainly are dealer ship, car rental which are not urban area shall be. The cross of Lee 
highway are not safe, and we shall add more pedestrian friendly area, and bike lanes. Mom's market 
development is a very successful example for this corridor. it brings benefit to the neighborhood, made 
the lee highway cross more safe, and provide more green area, pedestrian and bike friendly!!!!  Please 
help to make the Lee highway Corridor more energetic and more Urban!!! 
 
Thanks! 

I want Lee highway to be a walk-friendly, bike-friendly Main Street, not a traffic sewer. 
 
I'm afraid you're going to punt on the bike facilities again like you did on Columbia Pike. 

Lee Highway's vision for transit as part of the multimodal transportation network 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

Concerns:   
 
1. Need to have VDOT decision maker at the table. 
 
2. Large number of property owners -  Difficult to get decisions 
 
3. Changing the GULP to make it attractive to create new buildings 
 
Aspirations: 
 
1.  Develop more mixed use 
 
2.  Continue to have businesses that cater to the surrounding neighborhoods 
 
3.  Creating a more walkable/biking neighborhood/business centers 
 
Yes, by continuing the communications between all the groups and working on clear and well-defined 
projects. 

Need to think big, tram, tech commercial startup space, more restaurants and open spaces, better 
pathways to walk to Georgetown, cover 66. 

Residential infill in the North Highlands neighborhood without consideration of resident parking needs is 
a significant concern, given the spotty enforcement of current parking restrictions. It may sound silly, but 
I should be able to get home from work and be able to find a spot on my street, or within a block. 
Townhouse residents without parking stickers should not compromise the ability of a resident who pays 
for the privilege of parking to get a spot. 

I like the general concepts and think the Lee Highway Corridor is in need of planning and enhancement.  I 
am fine with some density increases in return for better streets, street trees, parks, etc that provide 
more open spaces.  What I would not want to see is another corridor like Ballston where tall buildings 
line most of the streets.  There needs to be height variation with an emphasis on having entire blocks of 
shorter buildings to bring in light and openness.  A focus on restaurants would be nice as well given the 
lack of restaurants in the Rosslyn area. 

  

I live at 1977 N Adams St.  My home is actually almost on Wayne St.  I am concerned over the proposed 
entrance at 20th and Wayne Streets to the new Potomac Towers. Seems that it will mean a lot of traffic 
on what is now a quiet St. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

Concerns: 
 
There are a few concerns that deal with the density proposals for Potomac Towers and the expansion of 
20th street.   
 
12 story building heights, and street changes proposed for my neighborhood are unacceptable. I live on 
the 1900 block of N Wayne St. On page 46 &amp; 47 of the study, 3 new 12 story buildings are shown on 
the Potomac Towers site. That site, with 406 units, is already at nearly twice the “low-medium” density 
allowed by the current GLUP.  No further development should be allowed on that site. You also define 
the reason for 12 story buildings at Potomac Towers is that "single family homes are buffered by I-66."  
This is not true. 
 
"Low-medium" density is designated from Spout Run to McCoy Park. It's not limited to specific sites such 
as Potomac Towers where 12 story "infill" buildings are suggested on the Vision map. This is 
unaaceptable.  20th street is actually an alley and has ALWAYS been treated like one due to the small 
width between houses.  This is not a good use for a street, and was guaranteed to remain closed off from 
Potomac Towers when the townhouses on N. Vance were approved in the past decade. 
 
On page 46, your study states "Due to changes in topography and the I-66 perimeter, issues of taller 
buildings adjacent to existing single family neighbors are minimized."  We are an entire block of single 
family homes and your proposed taler 13+ story buildings will substantially negatively effect us.  On this 
page, you also indicate that "reduced height, fronting Lee Highway was of N. Highland S (3-6 stories)."  
This is clearly not happening with the Potomac Towers proposal.  Also, you state "Care is given to 
residents South of Lee Highway."  Again, this is being violated. 
 
Infill and development should not sacrifice community and single family homes.   
 
Instead, reconsider Lyon Village Shopping Center, which is not surrounded by single family homes and 
butts a highway, and multi-lane roads.  This is a substantially better option to infill. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

Concerns: 
 
There are a few concerns that deal with the density proposals for Potomac Towers and the expansion of 
20th street.   
 
12 story building heights, and street changes proposed for my neighborhood are unacceptable.. I live on 
the 1900 block of N Wayne St. On page 46 &amp; 47 of the study, 3 new 12 story buildings are shown on 
the Potomac Towers site. That site, with 406 units, is already at nearly twice the “low-medium” density 
allowed by the current GLUP.  No further development should be allowed on that site. You also define 
the reason for 12 story buildings at Potomac Towers is that "single family homes are buffered by I-66."  
This is not true. 
 
"Low-medium" density is designated from Spout Run to McCoy Park. It's not limited to specific sites such 
as Potomac Towers where 12 story "infill" buildings are suggested on the Vision map. This is 
unaaceptable.  20th street is actually an alley and has ALWAYS been treated like one due to the small 
width between houses.  This is not a good use for a street, and was guaranteed to remain closed off from 
Potomac Towers when the townhouses on N. Vance were approved in the past decade. 
 
On page 46, your study states "Due to changes in topography and the I-66 perimeter, issues of taller 
buildings adjacent to existing single family neighbors are minimized."  We are an entire block of single 
family homes and your proposed taler 13+ story buildings will substantially negatively effect us.  On this 
page, you also indicate that "reduced height, fronting Lee Highway was of N. Highland S (3-6 stories)."  
This is clearly not happening with the Potomac Towers proposal.  Also, you state "Care is given to 
residents South of Lee Highway."  Again, this is being violated. 
 
Infill and development should not sacrifice community and single family homes.   
 
Instead, reconsider Lyon Village Shopping Center, which is not surrounded by single family homes and 
butts a highway, and multi-lane roads.  This is a substantially better option to infill. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

I think we need more density along Lee Highway (Specifically between N Adams Street and the Lyon 
Village shopping plaza), increased 3Y bus frequency outside rush hour, streetlight and crossing 
improvements ( the crosswalk signs should be automated at Adams and Lee highway like they already 
are at N Veitch ST &amp; Lee highway.)   
 
I think the stretch of Lee between Rosslyn and Lyon Village shopping center can be more walkable and 
pedestrian friendly, and the inclusion of more usable green space in the median would be nice. 
 
Ultimately I think the goal should be Lee highway being viewed as a living corridor as opposed a car 
moving highway. A light rail trolley originating in either Rosslyn or Georgetown, along Lee highway with a 
terminus in Merrifield in Fairfax County would do wonders to provide lasting and stable transit to the 
area, and truly be a catalyst for sustainable growth along the corridor.  While this is a lofty aspiration, 
that requires political will and funding, this is something that should be worked into plans now so if the 
political environment for such a grand project ever came to be, the plans would be in place. This would 
truly transform the corridor for the better. 

Lee highway improvements should focus on mixed use store frontage to lee highway and traffic calming. 
In the north highlands area lee highway is 6 lanes and very dangerous to pedestrians and cyclists to 
cross. the signs at the medium need Veitch St are constantly knocked down by cars. 
 
I am also concerned that the input from the individuals on the NHCA does not represent the residents. I 
am a member of the NHCA and the board members never  reached out to residents to share their 
thoughts before submitted them tot he alliance. A  portion of the NHCA is located right on lee highway 
separated from the rest of the civic association by rt 66.  The views in the study do not reflect the 
interest of the single family homes that currently exist there. There does not seem to have been thought 
or consideration given to the impacts of the additional buildings at Potomac towards and the changing of 
streets to the residents immediately in the area. There are many single family homes there. The 
residents should be consulted before a drastic increase in density is proposed. I agree that lee highway is 
the right place to focus density but it needs to be done in a manor that respects current residents and 
ensures pedestrian safety. 

That money not be wasted on developing a nice looking, but largely unused new public space.  People 
who live in this area seem to drive rather than walk.  The Lee-Harrison Shopping Center parking lot is 
always full except for early in the a.m. and late at  night.   Harris-Teeter is undergoing an expansion 
(why??) which will surely lead to a more jammed parking lot. 

Reduce Traffic from flowing down side streets, like 26th and 22nd Streets. Right now traffic is already 
spilling over. Make Lee Hwy more small business friendly. I like what happened on Wilson Blvd between 
G. Mason and Bluemont Park. 

The current plan correctly captures my desires for the Lee Hwy corridor.  The area has a lot of potential 
for walkers and increased community activities.  Right now, for pedestrians and bikers crossing Lee Hwy 
can be challenging and the lack of shade makes it very hot in the summer. 

Mixed use/multi-family affordable housing and transportation 

Yes, I agree with the guiding principles 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

Schools, schools and more schools.  APS are overcrowded at all levels, projected to be so for the next 5 
to 10 years and the new schools being planned will be filled to capacity or even over capacity as soon as 
they open.  Any development along Lee Highway that includes housing (because yes, families 
increasingly do live in multi-family housing in Arlington) will exacerbate an existing serious problem.  ANY 
PLANNED RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT ALONG LEE HIGHWAY MUST CONSIDER THE IMPACT ON APS AND 
INCLUDE MONEY FOR AND/OR NEW SCHOOLS.   There simply is no space in any of the existing or 
planned schools for all of the children that will live in the new housing that will be developed along Lee 
Highway. The developers are only thinking about profits and the County Board is only thinking about tax 
revenue.  Meanwhile APS gets to deal with the consequences and the school children are not even 
considered.  I repeat,  ANY PLANNED RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT ALONG LEE HIGHWAY MUST 
CONSIDER THE IMPACT ON APS AND INCLUDE MONEY FOR AND/OR NEW SCHOOLS.     
 
No, I don't think anyone involved in the planning process has yet to or will address my concerns. 

Yes - I support all the guiding principles. 

Would like to see more walkable and inviting environment. Would like see a safer way if crossing Lee 
Hwy at Military/N Quincy crossing. 

The mile span of Lee between George Mason and Old Dominion - especially the commercial 
establishments - needs to be reenvisioned.  It is dreary and depressing; it should and could be attractive 
and inviting.  It decreases the value of the homes along the corridor.  I do not see in the materials how or 
if by-right rules will be addressed.  
 
Also very important, I would like to see plans that would eliminate the possibility of increased traffic on 
Lee Highway as an alternative to Rt 66, since that traffic will likely increase once the toll roads are 
operational.  Is this addressed? 
 
I am glad that the utilities are being buried. 

Bike lanes must not be allowed to interfere with either parking or motor vehicle flow. 

Yes, I definitely am looking forward to the new streetscape and hopefully residents and business owners 
will maintain it by sweeping and keeping it in good shape. 

Specific concern: avoiding big, blocky buildings that create a cavernous route a la Ballston along Glebe 
Road. It is really ugly. Avoid tall buildings such as the silver building by Mom's Organic Market (at least it 
is set back somewhat from the street).  
 
Hopes: Small, walkable clusters of commercial space interspersed with affordable housing for families, 
elderly, young professionals. Maintain Lee Hwy as an (amazingly smooth) thoroughfare during rush hour.  
 
Wild dreams: Spaces of natural beauty and attractive buildings with some architectural coherence and 
attractiveness. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

I am especially concerned about two things:  (1) encouraging socioeconomic and cultural diversity both 
in business and affordable housing and (2) considering impact on area schools if there is an increase in 
density.  Ideally, we are using supporting local businesses rather than chains, and especially businesses 
that provide opportunities for community development, such as perhaps community co-ops, bookstores, 
cafes and restaurants.  No chains, please! 
 
Encouraging and providing options for affordable housing will be critical to increasing the diversity of our 
community and, more specifically, our schools along Lee Hwy, especially the western end. 

traffic congestion - large trucks park in one lane during rush hour to unload goods - that practice needs 
to be stopped!  Make them pull into one of the Cowboy Café (or other businesses") parking lots!!   
 
future traffic based on I-66 changes 
 
walkability/cycle friendliness 
 
I don't want it to look like every other "planned community" - we need to keep a distinct character, 
whatever that may be - we shouldn't look like sterile suburbs (Ashburn as on example) 

I am against development in the encircled area including Vance, Wayne, &amp; Adams Streets on the 
North side of Lee Hwy. I am a single family home owner and I don't want our neighborhood to be 
overdeveloped. We would like to maintain some semblance of a neighborhood. 
 
Thank you. 

I think there should be more mid and high rise buildings, especially within .5 mile of the Metro. I think its 
silly there are single family homes literally right next door to tall office buildings, i'm not sure if its zoning 
or if they just haven't been bought out by developers yet. More parking garages would be good rather 
than surface parking which is a waste of space. I think the corridor should be more urban, mixed-use, and 
high-density. Perhaps pedestrian bridges would be nice to transit Lee Hwy, along with more bike-share 
stations. 

I have 2 interrelated concerns, the aesthetic appearance of the corridor and the development of the 
corridor to accommodate commercial projects that will enhance the lives of those living nearby. The 
predominant barrier, I imagine, is obtaining the required right-of-way and displacement of existing 
tenants to develop lots that are currently insufficient to support some of the current plans, specifically 
those near Glebe Road. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

In general, the big ideas orient Lee Highway planning in the right direction. Some more specific 
considerations that should be part of the planning are: 
 
    -- Renters should be included as stakeholders in the process. The buildings around Lee Heights shops 
and along Old Lee Highway are prime examples since many renters in this area have been residents for 
many years. 
 
    -- Along Lee highway, multi-use options should be considered for public facilities and buildings that 
provide common meeting space (for the latter, an example is the church/condo building in Clarendon. 
 
    -- An figure lower than 60% of AMI should be considered as a benchmark for affordable housing 
development. 

In general, the big ideas orient Lee Highway planning in the right direction. Some more specific 
considerations that should be part of the planning are: 
 
     -- Renters should be included as stakeholders in the process. The buildings around Lee Heights shops 
and along Old Lee Highway are prime examples since many renters in this area have been residents for 
many years. 
 
    -- Along Lee highway, multi-use options should be considered for public facilities and buildings that 
provide common meeting space (for the latter, an example is the church/condo building in Clarendon. 
 
    -- An figure lower than 60% of AMI should be considered as a benchmark for affordable housing 
development. 

My primary concern for the Lee Highway corridor is building height -- let's avoid turning the corridor into 
another Rossyln or Ballston, with a high density of high-rise structures. 
 
Anything that avoids cutting down trees is also an issue.  Maximizing green space and planting trees is a 
definite plus. 

Increase density in this area. Produce more housing for all income levels and create walk-able areas with 
vibrant retail space. 

No!!! My main concern is the increase in density exhibited in the materials, particularly the density 
around Potomac Towers. We are a single family home and anticipate aging-in-place comfortably here. I 
can not imagine that happening with what seems to be planned in the east end (McCoy Park) area of the 
football. We have not been adequately represented by the North Highlands Civic Association as anything 
east of 66 seems to be fair game. We need to keep the community feel to this side of the neighborhood 
also. My grandmother and grandfather bought one of the houses we now own on N. Wayne Street in the 
1920's when it was called High Street. Please take into consideration ALL of the neighbors not just those 
North of 66. 

Maintaining an economic environment along Lee Highway in which small, independent retail operations 
(stores, restaurants) can exist and NOT creating a corridor that is only viable to chain stores and 
restaurants. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

Yes. The big ideas are awesome. It should be a walkable community with restaurants and accessible 
shops 

As your plan recognized, it is important to preserve it as a commuter corridor, especially as I-66 
increasingly becomes a toll road in the future.  In this respect, please consider whether it makes sense to 
fit in a two-way center turn lane on Lee Highway so that local traffic going either direction can turn left 
without creating huge backups in traffic behind them.  I want there to be even more appealing local 
destinations to visit, but not at the expense of being able to get somewhere. 
 
Also, one of the deficits in your East Falls Church plan is that it did not plan for child care centers. 
Arlington is full of two-working-parent households who don't have extensive family networks locally, and 
the county needs to get serious about incorporating child care facilities into the planning studies 
(especially given the heightened requirements that Arlington County child care regulations apply, which 
drives centers to locate in Fairfax instead).  Please take into account this need (for example, by planning 
for a smaller greenspace near a stripmall, a childcare center could locate there by using the greenspace 
as its required outdoor space). 

I want to ensure that Lee Highway is designed in a way that allows it to prosper in the long term as a 
vibrant community. Key features of this include designing with sufficient density and focus on transit to 
draw people in and allow businesses to thrive. I would like to see improvements to the pedestrian 
infrastructure and environment that enable the corridor to transition from an automobile-oriented 
placed to drive through to a place to live in. 
 
I believe the planning process can address my concerns. 

The big ideas may be sufficient but it's hard to tell for sure. My main concern is that we maintain the 
open, suburban feel of the Lee Highway Corridor and don't turn it into Rosslyn or Ballston (both of which 
I find so depressing).  There is NO need for more expensive apartments or office space (as you know, 
vacancy rates are high already). There IS a need for better pedestrian access, retaining affordable 
housing so people who work in Arlington can afford to live here, and preserving the open spaces (green 
ones and simply the ability to see open sky).  With that as context, I really don't want to see any more 
new buildings over 2 - 3 stories - they block the open feel. Numerous studies have shown the mental 
health and other benefits derived from open spaces. Reducing the stress of Arlingtonians and those 
passing through would be a great aspiration. 

Updated look and amenities.  
 
Yes. 

That it will become a more cohesive avenue for businesses that are useful to families that live in the area 
of Lee Hwy.  Currently it is a hodgepodge of aging buildings, etc. that could be revitalized into a corridor 
of more useful businesses for the surrounding residents. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

Development means cost which means less affordability for small business. This is one of the few 'main 
street' areas left in Arlington that hasn't been touched overwhelmingly by chains (the only tenants that 
can afford class A rent here).  By solely focusing on redevelopment (and not preservation), you're 
selecting out small business. This is an Arlington-wide problem, not specific to Lee Hwy but want to make 
sure it's aware of the unintended consequences of this mass effort. 
 
Even with the promise of redevelopment, smaller landlords who don't need to charge the high 
redevelopment rents are going ahead and charging them because they can (Mother's Macaroons and the 
space rented by Nook recently are great examples). 

Most concerned about traffic and continued "walk ability " of the neighborhood. It's hard enough 
crossing lee highway as it is now. 

i am concerned that the proposed density is only "low to medium".  this is counter to economic vitality, 
sustainability, walkability, and affordability, which are also listed as guiding principles, and are by far 
more important in my mind.  the huge urban sprawl that is loudoun county is due in part to arlington 
refusing to let developers build high rises.  there is nothing green or walkable about sprawl.  and condos 
are vastly cheaper than houses.  the entire length of the lee highway frontage should be zoned for high 
rises.  with a townhouse transition to the single-family homes.  this is how columbia pike and rosslyn-
ballston are, and it works well there. 

My Big Ideas are: 
 
* Change the name of Lee HIghway to something less auto-dominated, such as Lee Lane, Lee Pike, Lee 
Boulevard, Lee Avenue, or Lee Way. 
 
* Convert the ownership of the road from the Commonwealth of Virginia to Arlington County to enable 
the installation of more urban-oriented design solutions (such as narrower lanes, tighter corner radii, 
fewer designated turn lanes).  
 
* Allow more hours of automobile parking on the roadway, to provide a buffer between pedestrians and 
speeding vehicles. 
 
* Provide a consistent building face along the road, similar to what exists along the south side of the 
3800-block, without any auto parking between the sidewalk and the shops. 
 
* For a model streetscape, use the "look" of Mt. Vernon Avenue in Alexandria or Wisconsin Avenue in 
Washington, D.C. 
 
* There should be continuous, outstanding sidewalks on both sides of the road, including such places as 
between Quncy St. and Thomas St. (south side). 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

I am worried about appropriate transitions between commercial and single family residential -- 
particularly given how shallow some blocks are that face lee hwy.   i believe true planning to help the 
commercial zoning will mean we will need serious, often difficult discussions about if all single family 
homes on edges can or should remain in the long term. 

Beautification, redevelopment, transportation, environment. 

Housing affordable for households earning less than 60% of the Area Median Income (AMI).  (FYI: For a 
family of four 60% of AMI is about $64,000/year.  Employment projects predict that most new jobs with 
be in the range of 50% of AMI and below.) 
 
Multi-use options should be considered for public facilities along Lee Highway. (FYI: For example, 
Alexandria has affordable housing on top of a fire station.) 
 
Conversation should be held with METRO regarding its properties along the East Falls Church Station. 
 
Renters must be included as stakeholders.  (FYI: So far only homeowners have been included.) 

Make it economically feasible for existing SMALL NEIGHBORHOOD businesses to modernize and have 
parking. 

Transportation and preservation of residential neighborhoods adjacent to Lee Highway are my primary 
concerns.  We live just off Lee Hwy and Glebe Road and get a great deal of cut-through traffic in our 
neighborhood due to this clogged intersection.  While this intersection is scheduled for some 
improvements, they are moving at a snail's pace and mid-rise development at the intersection as 
indicated in the visioning ideas would add additional traffic.  My daughter was 4 years old when the 
traffic study of this intersection took place in 2004.  She'll be in college by the time Phase 1 (utility 
undergrounding) is completed in 2018, at which time we still won't have experienced any improvement 
in traffic flow.  Pedestrian and bicycle improvements along Lee Hwy are sorely needed for local traffic, 
but will do little to alleviate the burden of commuter traffic, the volume of which may increase with 
tolling on I-66 inside the beltway. 

I want to be able to live, work, shop and play on Lee Highway without needing a car.  Preferably by bike. 

I liked the materials that were developed last year concerning possible redevelopment sites along the 
corridor (Lee Heights, Harrison Street, Washington Blvd). 

I think most of the issues will deal with issue no. 3 and everything else. Regardless of the view on the 
other 9 issues, Lee Highway is still a major commuter route that is only going to get worse when 66 
moves to HOT lanes. I think the previous plan or "big ideas" didn't accurate reflect the impact traffic has 
on the roads. While I am all for the idea of Lee Highway looking like the RB corridor I don't want the 
same traffic patterns making it just entire traffic backed up from Rosslyn to EFC. 

I think that Lee Hwy at Oakland and Monroe is fine the way it is.  It can only be a walking corridor if there 
are successful businesses.  Right now those we have are struggling. Though, the rebuilding of the 
Cherrydale apartments next to Safeway will increase traffic on Monroe at Lee Hwy. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

tapering from commercial/higher density residential to existing residential structure--I live in an area 
that would likely be right in the buffer 
 
walkability 
 
mixed income housing 
 
possible impact of metering on I-66 on Lee Highway volume and preventing cut-through traffic in 
residential areas 

I worry that most working people don't have time to attend the planning sessions and such.  Don't base 
everything on retire and/or stay at home parents. My hope is we make the Cherrydale portion of lee hwy 
pedestrian friendly. 

I want the corridor to be more walkable and engage the street level. We have too many gaps like the five 
corners in Cherrydale that are pedestrian death traps.  
 
I'm also concerned about the new I66 tolling and GE increasing traffic of people using Lee Highway as an 
alternative. 

Senior citizens in North Arlington want a GOODWIN HOUSE  Retirement Community established along 
Lee Highway. 
 
It does not seem that the Lee Highway planning process is assuring the inclusion of this project. 

I aspire for the Lee Highway corridor to have a modern aesthetic that supports commercial and 
residential zones. I am concerned that the Key Planning Elements will be ignored and focus largely on 
increasing Affordable Housing to the detriment of the other planning elements. I am also concerned that 
near-term opportunities may be missed while the multi-year planning process continues and that these 
projects may constrain ultimate implementation options or add cost (eg Fire Station 8 which could be 
built with a setback far enough to allow future corridor flexibility). I believe the big ideas are broad 
enough to incorporate my concerns. 

Do not want more density. 
 
Do not want transportation (auto) restricted on Lee Highway.  
 
5-points has not been fixed.  Need a dedicated turn lane from North Quincy traveling N to Old Dominion. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

Transportation -- specifically pedestrian and biking options along its length.  I think it's noted as a 
concern, but it's hard to tell how far the planning process will go to address them.   
 
My question would be what level of mobility is required to navigate Lee Highway.  Do bike riders need to 
be experts in sharing roads with traffic at 35 mph?  Do pedestrians with a load of groceries need to be 
able to sprint across six lanes of traffic?  Is there any hope for pedestrians to cross at  Highland Street 
without worrying about being hit by drivers turning left from Highland Street onto west bound Lee 
Highway? (Especially if they're not able to reach the pedestrian crosswalk button before the light from 
Highland Street turns green?)  This is just the corner I'm familiar with - there may be similar questions at 
other crossings. 

My basic concern is the impediment of traffic flow. Efforts should be made to maintain or increase the 
traffic flow through the Cherrydale area, especially in light of the proposed HOT lanes on I-66. 

I was disappointed that the effect on Lee Highway and environs of tolling I-66 was not mentioned as an 
overriding consideration (at least at the afternoon session in Lyon Park) on 29 Nov. I'm concerned that 
the spillover from tolling will change the nature of travel on Lee Highway, making it even more of a 
commuter route (for more cars for longer periods of the day) and that the result will be less VDOT 
willingness to cooperate on an Arlington-centric, community-developed plan. Coming just behind that, in 
my mind, is the roadblock represented by Virginia's right-to-build legal system and mindset. 

I'm hopeful that they will.  I would like to see a more walkable and physically attractive environment 
along the entire corridor.  I like the idea of high density nodes.  I'm ok with 10+ story apartment buildings 
and would love to see more pedestrian friendly commercial development (shops, restaurants, bars, etc.). 

I would like to see Lee Highway more walkable and a main focus in the community.  I believe that the 
plan is working towards that goal. 

Heavy traffic, too industrial 
 
For a corridor which cuts across residential areas, it is unsightly. Few areas (e.g. Restaurants) of interest 
to those in homes 
 
Near by 

I worry that resistance to change without honest consideration of proposals will cause some to loudly 
protest almost anything. The herd mentality has a strong appeal to many.  
 
The "big ideas" portfolio seems very comprehensive and professionally executed. If it can withstand the 
inevitable NIMBY effect, it should provide a good framework from which to plan and move forward. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

Lee Highway needs to be updated to serve the current needs of both residents and small businesses. If 
one reviews the current commercial corridors, there are first floor commercial vacancies. Arlington 
needs to focus on how it can create processes to clear away the chaff in getting a small business set up 
and enhance the training and outreach to small businesses so they have an opportunity to grow and 
survive. Arlington focuses on affordable housing for people. How can Arlington focus on affordable 
services and support for small businesses? 
 
Much if not most of Lee Highway is commercial with residential directly behind. Arlington needs to be 
creative in enhancing the commercial parts of the Lee corridor, while not upsetting the residential 
neighborhoods directly behind the commercial corridor.  
 
Probably the one key ingredient in any such effort is communications. That does not include TELLING 
residents what is to be done. But instead offering a set of alternatives and possible outcomes for 
residents to consider and discern how such is beneficial to them. 
 
Arlington leadership has a focus on affordable housing. This is a laudable focus until it is focused on MY 
part of Arlington. That then becomes in to many cases me versus the big them. We have many new ideas 
such as building for the "missing middle". There are some fine examples of such in other areas. Will this 
work in Arlington? Or is the cost of land and the cost of construction prohibitive. The missing middle 
concept is like the concept of accessory dwellings. It is a great concept until you roll the concept through 
regulations such as fire safety and zoning and cost. Plus there needs to be a "marketing" effort such that 
the facts are not destroyed by some wayward "tweets" and community chatter. 
 
We need to think small and big at the same time. Using as and example the Lee Harrison intersection. A 
small example. What are means for Arlington to encourage a truly useful business in the store front that 
is currently used by a mattress store. Not today, but in the foreseeable future. A medium example would 
be how to enhance the parking experience in the Dwoskin shopping area where the Harris Teeter is 
located. A large example would be if and when the Safeway were to decide relocate or close, what are 
some of the alternatives that are ready well beforehand for residents and Safeway management. That 
would not be just what to do with the Safeway land, but whether other surrounding businesses and land 
owners would be interested in changing the character of this site. In summary considering this 
intersection as a whole, what can Arlington to do to show the land and business owners that Arlington 
and the residents that we are committed to working together to make a win win for all. 
 
Then there are the "loud special interests" who hold their ideas sacrosanct, but with little justification, 
except it is "my idea or nothing". Again, this is a communication and education effort to assure that good 
information is provided and marketed to a broader audience. 

Military/Quincy/Lee Hwy/Old Dominion aka 5 points intersection in Cherrydale is ridiculously dangerous. 
No one understands how to turn in that intersection. And the light heading NE on Lee Highway between 
the Toyota dealership &amp; Essy'a carriage house is way too short, and is especially dangerous when 
people are not yielding that left turn from Lee Hwy headed SW. You can barely get 4 cars through that 
light. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

I am concerned about the having a coffee shop or shop on most of the corners of Lee Highway.  
 
I would not like for that to happen.  I understand LEE LEX auto repair has closed and the rumor is that a 
7-11 is going in there. I am sorry but I do not agree with that . It is not needed. I also do not want tall 
buldings along the road which is what has happened in Rosslyn and Falls Church.  It does not have a 
neighborhood feel anymore . 
 
I have attended all the meetings and follow the county website so I am up to date. 

Traffic and parking 

1. Any Lee Highway plan should be developed in partnership with the affected neighborhood civic 
associations. The Cherrydale Citizens Association has already set out its vision for Lee Highway in 
Cherrydale in its updated Neighborhood Conservation Plan.  
 
2. The LHA's "vision" for a new Five Points Intersections (Lee, Old Dominion, Quincy &amp; Military) is a 
traffic, pedestrian, and green space disaster and does not have the support of Cherrydale. Any future 
planning about the Five Points Intersection should discard that vision and start from scratch.  
 
3.  Any Lee Highway plan should have a realistic vision for readily-implementing truly effective traffic 
management, parallel parking, cycling, and pedestrian options along the entire length of Lee Highway, 
both with respect to new construction and with respect to historic buildings that may have to be moved 
back from the street to make room for bike lanes, parallel parking, and wider sidewalks. 

I do think the planning process will address my concern of making Lee Highway safer for pedestrians and 
cyclists. 

- safer pedestrian crossings 
 
- concern about local traffic with impending i-66 tolling and widening 
 
- need for retail in our area 
 
- need for connecting EFC neighborhood over i-66 to create better connectivity 
 
- need for safer route to school and parks 

My major concern is with the volume and speed of both commuter traffic and the increasing traffic at 
non-rush hour times.  I don't think that the Big Ideas really address my major concern. 

Maintaining local/small businesses along Lee Highway 
 
Developing something unique on Lee Highway that would draw people to area to shop and dine--such as 
a public market. 

Add to the mixed use nature of the corridor (housing, parks, restaurants, businesses), create a more 
attractive space overall (currently older/mid-rise buildings with little thought to aesthetics), ensure 
character of surrounding neighborhoods is not impacted, increase walkability and bike-ability.  So far the 
study process does address the concerns. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

I want to keep it the same quality of hometown that it currently has.  I enjoy the diversity and am not a 
big fan of cookie cutter buildings.  I worry about losing a close cvs or a restaurant such as caribbean  grill.  
I enjoy a lower profile for buildings. 

I would love to maintain the eclectic and diverse shops that have developed over the years, but improve 
the walkability with wider safer sidewalks, trees, benches, etc. The road should not be wider (ugly!) but 
not narrower either (traffic disaster). I'd love to see more bakeries , bagel shops, cafes with outdoor 
seating, and childrens shops to reflect the increasing family nature of the neighborhood. 

VDOT, transportation constraints, limited space for complete, safe streets, creating more walkable space, 
think big about future of transit, driverless cars, surface transit, BRT, and finally, let's call this plan 
something better than LEE HIGHWAY! The name suggests it's auto oriented history. Route 29 cuts 
through DC and the name responds more to the street grid- K Street NW, etc. Just some food for 
thought. 

Walkability -- a way to promote safe, pedestrian/bike use of Lee Highway.  My guess is that Lee Highway 
scores very low on national walkability rankings given the priority given to traffic and access and parking 
at the various small strip shopping centers. 
 
(As an aside, the proposed conversion of the service station on Lee Highway to a 7-11 could not 
conceivably be part of anyone's "vision" for Lee Highway's development.  Can the County talk to 
Southland Corporation about toning down the design, adding landscaping, improving aesthetics?).  The 
parcel borders a residential neighborhood and a 7-11 hardly serves as a nice anchor to that stretch of Lee 
Highway. 

Walkability and well managed traffic flow 

Two-way left hand turn lanes.  Wider, better sidewalks.  More trees. 

The concern is that useful local businesses will be displaced by higher density and that will result in 
gridlock on the inadequate transportation resources. There is no undeground railway on Lee Highway to 
take some of the load, nor is there likely to be. At one point the corridor to Cherrydale was served by a 
trolley line but that is long gone. 
 
That leaves US29/211 which narrows to four lanes west of the I66 interchange and contains a forest of 
traffic lights. Adding the third lane to I66 west of Lee Highway would help some but that and a few extra 
buses are not enough to allow increased density to work. 
 
Your list of businesses omitted the major auto dealerships in Cherrydale and the many independent 
automotive service locations along this road. I would maintain that convenient auto repair is more useful 
than more coffee shops or whatever. Like it or not, most of us have cars (sometimes two!) and need 
places to service them that are easy to reach.  
 
Grocery stores are another vital service in this corridor. I can think of five off hand. For the most part,  
grocery stores are auto oriented as I can't picture bringing home six bags of them on a bike or a bus. 

Making the Lee Highway corridor more pedestrian friendly and attractive. 

The plan looks great.  When do we start? 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

Too many empty buildings or run down looking ones that don't attract people to the area or a walking-
around culture.  Lamp store, so many mechanics, old empty store fronts, etc.  Put more residential 
buildings along Lee Highway and restaurants that encourage people to come to the area and walk 
around. 

1) Increased traffic resulting from I-66 changes 
 
2) corner bump-outs that make road too narrow to navigate traffic and create blind spots 

Maintaining affordable housing and a diverse community; improving streetscapes; improving public 
transit; improving walkability. 

As it is, the cost of doing business along the corridor makes it virtually impossible for a real retailer (NOT 
a restaurant, nail salon, or other service-based business) to survive.  If you really pay attention, you'll 
notice that just about every new business is a service-based business.   Residents want to shop and want 
a place to buy goods, but we can't survive due to increased rents, taxes, etc. and competition from 
online sites.   
 
Your consultants had a great idea that property owners can collect as much as $100/sq foot but they 
didn't take into account that the residents will absolutely not pay the kind of prices that would be 
required to pay that kind of rent.   
 
I'm also very concerned that you will be rewarding the property owners who have let their buildings and 
properties continue to decay because they  know you will end up paying them for their property and/or 
giving a developer an incentive to buy the property.   Garden City's multiple owners have not invested 
one penny in their properties for many years because they anticipate a big payout.  Alpine owners - same 
thing.  Just sits. 
 
So those are my specific concerns.  I already pay a great deal of taxes as a business owner and a resident 
and these plans will only make it impossible to stay in business along the corridor.  I think it's time the 
County figure out a way to make it exciting for a small business (other than a tech start up) to want to be 
in Arlington and stay in Arlington - and especially along the corridors you plan to redevelop. 

I think we need more density to bring in more services and shops. With additional residents, will come 
more amenities. 

Continuity and safety along the corridor for transportation and pedestrians.  Focused development in 
nodes to create vibrant places. 

Overbuilding.  The latest plans show the addition of many multi-family dwellings but do not adequately 
address transportation issues that this large influx of residents would cause.  The plan appears to be to 
create "walkable" communities for the new dense residences while eroding the usability of the corridor 
for the long-time residents who live outside these pockets of density.  Also, there appears to be a lack of 
critical mass to create these walkable communities.  Instead, there will be pockets of density (Harrison, 
Lee &amp; Glebe, Cherrydale, Spout Run) but they will lack cohesion.  There will never be enough 
residents to sustain businesses in these areas as they will likely be limited to nearby residents due to the 
elimination of travel lanes and parking. 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

Because it effects the whole counity what happens on Lee Highway is important to all Arlington  
residents. 

Design, vibrancy, walk-ability and economic development remain the greatest concerns. It is not clear 
that the process is addressing the reality of required density, parking and transportation to allow the 
design excellence and vibrancy to mature efficiently. 

More walkable restaurants and retail. 

Walkability, parks, places to walk to like restaurants, shops.  Pay attention to the needs of seniors.  What 
would it take for them to stay here instead of moving away? 

I want the existing small businesses to survive -- not every neighborhood wants to be Clarendon.   I want 
to continue to be able to drive along Lee HIghway quickly, so that we don't divert traffic into 
neighborhoods.  There are times in life (when transporting multiple children, when disabled, when 
hauling groceries for a large family) that walking and biking and buses just don't work very well. 

-- enhanced safety and encouragement to walk and bike along the Lee Hwy corridor 
 
-- greater variety of retail to cut down on need for a car 
 
-- housing for more modest- to low-income individuals and families  
 
-- more diversity (diversity makes for a vib 

Parks and green space, including athletic fields/facilities 

I would like to see it become more pleasantly walkable, as well as have more local businesses that cater 
residents--shops, cafes, a wine bar, etc.  No more hair salons or 7-11s. 

The corridor should be much more urban. I support form-based code, i.e. no "front yard" set back 
requirements, etc  as that would help cultivate a nice urban edge, with no exposed surface parking. 
Height and density should be reasonably increased. Lee Highway should be treated more like an avenue 
or boulevard. We should encourage people to enjoy our neighborhoods rather than pass through them 
as quickly as possible in their cars.  
 
The zones identified in the study are comprised of diverse neighborhoods and existing conditions. 

walkable and interesting, maybe beautiful 

Building apartments or other similar (condos) residential housing along this corridor which would change 
the overall neighborhood (Leeway-Overlee). (It looks like from the drawings that the intersection of 
Harrison and Lee will be affected)   Also, when these type of structures are constructed, there is no 
planning for the increase in traffic and lack of parking!  Please don't allow another Courthouse or 
Ballston mess to happen in my neighborhood.  We also need traffic lights timed to accommodate traffic.  
Lee Highway is a huge commuter nightmare that affects those of us who live here. 

I would like to see Lee HIghway become an attractive and vibrant corridor.  Also, I live on Lorcom  Lane 
and we have a ton of cut through traffic.  I am worried that it will get worse with I-66 tolling.  I would like 
Lee Highway to serve as the highway, instead of Lorcom Lane! 
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Question 1. What is your specific concern about and/or aspiration for the Lee Highway corridor? Based 

on the community open house materials, do you think the BIG IDEAS will address your concern? 

Need some infill development (preferably with neighborhood-oriented restaurants/bars) east of the 
Custis bike trail. 
 
Also the area from Old Dominion-George Mason has some areas that could be more intensively 
developed. 

Yes, I believe keeping affordable homes while creating sustainable mixed use buildings will keep/bring 
people and businesses to the community. I believe public transport is good but could be improved and I 
believe we should still maintain as much park and open space as possible to avoid concrete creep. 

 

Question 2. How would you like to participate in this study (check all that apply)? 

Please describe your other ideas: 

I can't participate as a citizen and a staffer at the same time, so I'll settle for staffer (transit resource). 

Moderated comment sections on Facebook for dialog with staff and other residents 

Please list any particular topics/issues: 

aesthetics and plans for Lee/Glebe intersection 

Affordable Housing 

Affordable housing. 

changes to the GLUP to allow higher density 

Density 

Design 

facilities for dog waste collection 

High density zoning and buildings, and street/traffic pattern changes 

How would each of these plans address the current blight, without dislodging long time residents up and 
down the corridor? 

In #1 above 

multi-modal transportation 

Natural resources improvement/management, traffic mitigation, affordable housing, transit 

Opposed to Potomac Tower Density Increase 

Opposition to Potomac Towers Density Increase 

Potential neighborhood hub at Glebe/Lee 

Potomac Towers redevelopments/20th st/Vance st 

Retail, Landscaping Improvements 

See answer to question #1. 

streetscape 

Transit, Growth, Construction 

transportation 

Urban design, Sustainability, Low Emissions Economic Development 

walkability, parks, restaurants, seniors 

You should mandate that all correspondence with neighborhood association representatives is open to 
the public. If neighborhood feel the need to invoke VFOIA , all of our lives will become more difficult. 
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Question 5. Do you have additional thoughts or questions about the approach to study areas? 

"To accomplish this large and complex planning effort, we propose...do you agree with this approach?" 
How can I be asked to agree or disagree with something that you've said is large and complex and then 
provide no info on the methodology you are using...what approach am I being asked to evaluate? When 
you are circling my home and suggested that studies for land use/redevelopment proposals are being 
considered AND county officials have said to us and everyone in our neighborhood during a BZA hearing 
that "all of that space [referring to our neighborhood] will be going to high density housing in the next 10 
year anyway"...there is no way I will say I agree with your approach to studying this without  a 
conversation and more information. 

1.  I clicked on the map to read it - and had to recycle the page to get back to this one. Otherwise, the 
website wanted to toss me out. 
 
2.  Details are important.  Yes, I agree with the current medium-residential along the north side of Lee 
Hwy from Spout Run East.  How does that accommodate the used car lot (or the one across the street)? 

A holistic approach would be more appropriate - you can't just look at commercial and multi-family areas 
without giving consideration to existing single family development. The existing single family homes in 
Arlington are part of what makes this area historical and desirable.  I would hate to lose an exisiting, 
desirable part of the Lee Highway corridor in exchange for multi-family housing. 

As noted above, any planning about study areas should be done in concert with the affected 
neighborhood civic associations. The Lee Highway planning process should not bypass this important 
source of direct neighborhood participation. 

Be sure to maximize density 

Clusters of apartment buildings, such as those in the area of Lee Heights shops, should be among the 
initial focuses of study. 

Completely excluding single family home neighborhoods is a mistake.  Some of the commercial zones are 
too narrow for cost-effective redevelopment and we often have commercial and residential sharing the 
same block.  This has resulted in conflict time and time again.  We need to at least give ourselves the 
option of extending mixed-use zoning a full block deep back from the Lee Highway frontage - this WILL 
touch some single family areas. 

Consider that this is a wide area to study, with disparate neighborhood composition and different 
approaches to issues will likely be needed. 

Dealing with the commercial and multi-family areas without consideration of the surrounding area is 
short sighted. The area needs to be looked at as a whole. 

Different neighborhoods have different needs, so it is important to consider how plans for one area may 
impact another area along Lee Highway. 

Dividing the corridor up into smaller focus areas and groups seems appropriate. 

Don't have enough information to answer previous questions. 

For an area where the cost of real estate is so high we should have a much more useful and visually 
appealing area to walk to. 

Harrison street intersection parking needs to be addressed and I guess the best way to address this is 
with parking garages - I would prefer that they be above ground. 
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Question 5. Do you have additional thoughts or questions about the approach to study areas? 

Heading off to another Arlington meeting. It would be useful to gather thoughts and questions through 
face to face focus groups that would not just pass out information, but actively seek to find citizen ideas 
and have individuals try out their ideas on a broader audience. in essence building concepts and 
consensus through group meetings. Another benefit would be that this could assuage the thought that 
what is happening is being "handed down on high" from a few citizens and/or Arlington staff. 

How to build in happy little green spaces in the midst of these commercial areas would be a worthwhile 
endeavor.  
 
Looking at communities from the perspective of the elderly, of families with small children, of people 
who live alone or work from home all day (yikes must be lonely) would be interesting and worthwhile. 

I agree that we need to keep encouraging public transportation such as bus but I find in our area that we 
are quite pleased with the business profiles.  We are a very vibrant community.  Our restaurants and 
grocery store and such are always busy.  We have a very walkable community and our parks are 
wonderful. 

I am shocked, angry, and disappointed at the increased density, 12 story building heights, and street 
changes proposed for my neighborhood, evidently by or with the concurrence of NHCA representatives. I 
live at 1985 North Adams Street.  On page 46 &amp; 47 of the study, 3 new 12 story buildings are shown 
on the Potomac Towers site. That site, with 406 units, is already at nearly twice the “low-medium” 
density allowed by the current GLUP.  No further development should be allowed on that site.  Also, the 
3 NHCA representatives credited on the study do not represent the interests of my neighborhood. This is 
not a “community based,” study.  I have contacted my State and Federal Representatives as well about 
this issue. 

I believe the focus on increasing density in neighborhoods already at high levels of density, while 
sheltering single family home neighborhoods is mis-allocating the limited space and transit resources the 
county has available.  Replacing SFH with duplexs or small townhouse complexes within the overall 
neighborhood would allow the county to increase overall density but make better use of transit and 
available land without overburdening already taxed areas. 

I believe the most important part of the process should be the upgrading of the commercial areas and 
infrastructure, i.e. roads, landscape.  I believe that owners of the multi-family dwellings should operate 
more independently. 

I disagree with the proposed increase in multi-family/use areas.  The ones we have are great. 

I don't know exactly what this means.  But, single family homes need to be preserved and not converted 
to multi-family units. 

I don't think more and more density is the solution to our local development problems.  Lee Highway 
could certainly use a fresh look, but that might not mean just packing 'em in so developers can make a 
big buck per sq foot. 

i like the initial approach. i support changing the glup to increase density and favor mixed-use 
developments. 
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Question 5. Do you have additional thoughts or questions about the approach to study areas? 

I live in North Highlands on N. Wayne St. and want to stress that my neighborhood is full of single-family 
homes, but is already surrounded by high-rise multifamily units. More attention needs to be given to this 
neighborhood to ensure that the streets between 20th. St. and Lee Highway do not become major thru-
ways for traffic (ie, 20th Street expansion and further high rise development), as this would destroy our 
neighborhood. 

I may not be sufficiently well-versed  to answer these two questions (numbers 3 and 4) 

I said "yes" to four but am not sure what the "alternative" areas are to study. What will be refined later? 

I say no to question 4 only because I don't think the study has sufficiently considered the large number of 
single family home sin the North highlands zone. 

I think efforts to create more. density along the corridor is a mistake. The metro line corridor already did 
that and Arlington should not become a larger commercial space than it is already. 

I think mixed income housing is crucial for a vibrant sustainable healthy community's 

I think study groups focused on specific activity nodes (i.e. Cherrydale, Glebe/Lee, etc.) will be required 
as communities will have very different needs and desires for each node. 

I think transportation needs to be considered with any discussion of commercial and multi-family areas, 
since they will generate the most traffic.    Public facilities and green space could follow (hopefully while 
keeping good options open). 

I would like to see #4 occur before #3, since #3 serves the needs of how people are situated in #4. 

I-66 is going to be enlarged.  That will allow more traffic into Arlington.  VDOT is focused on moving 
people from suburbs outside the Beltway into the inner suburbs (like Arlington) and the District of 
Columbia.  I wish there were a focus on moving offices and work places from near the Potomac River to 
spaces in the outer suburbs.  Every time VDOT facilitates the flow of cars through Arlington, that invites 
more suburban growth farther out, and that growth brings with it more cars and an increased demand 
for roads that cut through Arlington. 

If I click on the link above, I won't be able to return to this page.  As a result, I can't access the Study Area 
Map while also filling out this survey. 

If one lane of eastbound Lee Highway (east of Veitch Street) would be made bus-only during the a.m. 
rush, the speed and reliability of buses would be so markedly improved that ridership would soar and 
bus frequency could be increased. This would contribute to a decrease in auto traffic, which would 
partially mitigate auto traffic jams resulting from having only two lanes on lower Lee Highway. More 
throughput of people, fewer cars, and a better bus riding experience. 

if you believe in single family homes, then allow us to exist and stick to your original proposal of 
developing on Lee Highway rather than between single family homes.   
 
Look at underused areas like Lyon Village Shopping Center.   
 
And do not consider the NHCA as representative of the community they represent.  They are in violation 
of their charter and do not hold meetings that inform the neighborhood of the ongoing events. 
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Question 5. Do you have additional thoughts or questions about the approach to study areas? 

if you believe in single family homes, then allow us to exist and stick to your original proposal of 
developing on Lee Highway rather than between single family homes.   
 
Look at underused areas like Lyon Village Shopping Center.   
 
And do not consider the NHCA as representative of the community they represent.  They are in violation 
of their charter and do not hold meetings that inform the neighborhood of the ongoing events. 

Insert a Senior Citizen Aging-in-Place retirement facility into the plan early, as part of the Multi-family 
facilities being planned. 
 
Plan on establishing a GOODWIN HOUSE Retirement Community along Lee Highway, at the very outset 
of the plan. 

It seems that none of my neighbors have been adequately consulted, none of the NHCA representatives 
live in the neighborhood that they envisage redevelopment for. 

It's a big undertaking - thanks for making a difference, however you can best tackle the problem. 

jewels on a necklace, nodes, villages, town square 

just concerned about the 12 story building, I thought it wasn't allowed to be more than 3-5 stories, and 
parking shortage, more heavy traffic. 

Keep up the momentum and good work. 

Kudos for moving ahead on this work. 

Make the 5 point intersection safer. Military/Quincy/Lee Hwy/Old Dominion aka 5 points intersection in 
Cherrydale is ridiculously dangerous. No one understands how to turn in that intersection. And the light 
heading NE on Lee Highway between the Toyota dealership &amp; Essy'a carriage house is way too 
short, and is especially dangerous when people are not yielding that left turn from Lee Hwy headed SW. 
You can barely get 4 cars through that light. 

Many areas along this route are single family homes and small businesses.  I bought a  home in this area 
because it had a very good mix of components with an emphasis on single family houses and small 
businesses.  I do not want to see this change.   I don't want a lot of chain establishments or high-rise 
buildings that will increase the density in this area.  If I wanted that, I would not have bought a home in 
this area.   
 
Also, I think it is perfectly acceptable to do a study and then decide not do any recommendations 
presented in the study.   A study is just that, a study; not actions.  I am not convinced that many of the 
changes presented are in the best interest of the area.   I generally do not have a problem with change if 
it is useful change; but change for change sake is a waste of time and resources.   
 
One thing that Lee Highway does need is left hand turn lanes.   Also, we need to make sure that anything 
in the median or on street corners do not block views and make oncoming traffic unseeable, there is 
enough of that in the neighborhoods, we don't need it on a four lane road. 

More urban and more pedestrian friendly. Make it walk-able!!! 
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Question 5. Do you have additional thoughts or questions about the approach to study areas? 

My answer yes to 4 though includes the need to discuss commercial transition to single family as well.  
we can't just deal with the frontage on lee hwy but how changes there affect the back of those blocks 
and feather into the neighboring single family residents 

My house falls directly within this "transitional" space - looks like it could actually be diminished if this 
goes through and want to made aware of any/all planning meetings that are going to occur in the near 
future. 

My neighbors will not likely want more density, but I think it's important not to be a NIMBY in this 
regard. 

Need to institute more traffic calming on 26th and 22nd Streets between Sycamore and G. Mason. Stop 
Signs work. The county wants to put in more speed bumps or think of expensive ways to fix the problem. 
Stop signs work better and are cheaper than narrowing the roads, adding sidewalks, doing more studies, 
etc. While I'd like narrower streets, sidewalks, etc. Stop Signs are a great way to get it managed now. I've 
seen too many near misses on 22nd and 26th streets. The studies don't focus on pedestrian/child safety 
in multiple intersection areas (like 22nd street between Illinois and Lexington) where there is a blind hill 
a Yield sign intersection at Kentucky street. I've seen many near missed with School Bus Stops at 
Kensington and 22nd because of lack of calming. 

Need to look at reducing car traffic, or at least traffic speeds. 

No 

No. Leave lee hwy alone. Just the way it is. 

One challenge for commercial development is to maintain some of the eclectic, small businesses without 
pricing them out of the market.  Lee Heights is an excellent example of a prized commercial area, but I 
think some of the more ethnic small stores may have support in the community as well.  So having an 
overall approach to commercial development may help in identifying the best approach to retain these 
unique and valued commercial features.  One positive that I see is local stores opening up satellite stores 
within the region.  That seems like a healthy approach of building on successful places without having 
bland national chains. 

Planning is always better than no planning but market forces generally work better. By creating areas 
that have to be X then lends it self to areas of stagnation until economic forces allow the area to grow 
such that X can grow. 
 
What we don't want is to have what is happening in the RB corridor where the County Board stated that 
1st floor retail is required in all buildings and when those retail locations where not filled they either 
remain vacant or have the buildings have gotten exemption to put in professional services - mostly 
dentists when those 1st floors should have been residential units. 

Please do not forget the adjacent single-family homes in residential areas. 

Please focus on the west end of Lee Hwy! 

Retaining open space (including vertically) by limiting height of any building along Lee Highway. 

Some of us are not able to make it to community planning meetings due to work, travel, etc.  We should 
have another option for participating, such as by email or e-surveys. 

Start with definitive consensus policy objectives for the overall vision first and only then study 
implications of specific sites and the sub-markets of existing zoning. 
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Question 5. Do you have additional thoughts or questions about the approach to study areas? 

The commercial and multi-family areas along Lee Highway are often too shallow for cost-effective 
development.  The County needs to consider rezoning small sections (one block or so) of SFH 
neighborhoods in order to achieve the vision outlined here. 

The commercial areas of Lee Highway are most problematic -- poorly designed and aging badly. 

The first priority should be prsevation of existing, low density communities.  Transportation, commercial 
establishments, and higher density buildings should not be considered or approved except in connction 
with a clear plan to safeguard the existing quality of life in low density communities. 

The first priority should be prsevation of existing, low density communities.  Transportation, commercial 
establishments, and higher density buildings should not be considered or approved except in connction 
with a clear plan to safeguard the existing quality of life in low density communities. 

The Lee Corridor clearly needs improvements, in certain areas. The area in need of the most 
improvement is between and Lorcom Lane. However, I'm extremely concerned about development 
impacts on residential areas well inside the study border areas, as well as increased traffic through areas 
outside the study area, that could derive from increased development. 
 
How will you assess traffic flow impacts on roads the lead into, but are outside of the study area? 

The Residential Edges are very narrowly defined.  I suggest they be expanded further to better study the 
impact of the proposed changes on the residential neighborhoods. 

THE STUDY LACKS CREDIBILITY.   
 
1) I've talked to many neighbors and none have heard of a civic association in our area and or have ever 
been contacted by one.  So it's absurd to say in the report that the "community supports" 12 story 
buildings including the 3 "envisioned" for Potomac Towers based on their input.  We have not given any 
civic association the authority to represent us or speak for us including the one listed in the study for our 
area.  Forget about more buildings on Potomac Towers property. 
 
2) The study failed to envision a single mixed use development (retail with housing above) along the 
south side of Lee Highway from Veitch to Spout Run.  Surely, our highly paid consultants and civic 
association folks don't think a used car lot with a tent is the best use for a property?  Fix it. 

The study should focus on preservation of local communities and quiet living conditions.  New 
transportation/streets and higher density living space should be banned unless they can be added in a 
way that does not threaten the viability of existing communities. 

The study should not be used as a tool for developers to build tall buildings in return for minor 
concessions.  I fully supported building the new Verde Point so am not opposed to tall buildings but am 
opposed to corridors of tall buildings in what is essentially a residential area once you are a block away 
from Lee Highway. 
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Question 5. Do you have additional thoughts or questions about the approach to study areas? 

The vision study’s non-community based approach for the area North of Lee Highway between Spout 
Run and McCoy Park is a complete failure.  How dare those listed on the Credits page, especially the 
representatives from NHCA, NONE of whom live in this area, actually state in the study that there is a 
consensus for 12 story buildings along I-66, e.g., on the Potomac Towers site and on N Cleveland.  NHCA, 
whose representatives do not live in this area and aren’t impacted by their suggestion for 12 story 
buildings 30 feet from single family homes, have NEVER asked residents here if they support mega 
density here and 12 story buildings.  They didn’t even ask their members who live in this area if they 
support the density and building height increase. We oppose increases to existing density and building 
height limits here and any further building on the Potomac Towers site which is already way over current 
limits. We are prepared to fight increases in the public square and in the courts. 

The whole process appears to be geared toward creating artificial urban-like centers in a suburban 
environment.  There appears to be little attention given to the current community.  Growth along the 
Lee Hwy corridor should happen organically, rather than through a forced Portlandization. 

This area is already congested. Regardless of personal concerns, I am already concerned about the 
development of multi-use areas that significantly burden the schools and other resources. 

This proposal is not in accordance with the density and growth along metro rail corridor to grow the 
urban village vision. Instead it taxes and a neighborhood starved of park space and transit resources and 
already higher density than should be allowed for this location far from the metrorail. 

thought needs to be given to re-zoning the single family detached homes that immediately abut lee 
highway to be high-rise mixed-use. 

transportatiom and walkability should be important first steps. One other issue is they many Commercial 
venues in Arlington struggle because of lack of parking. Even the Harris Teeter is limited because there 
isn't enough parking. While I know that Arlington is moving toward less cars the Lee Hoghway corridor is 
car centric and we need to embrace smart and sufficient parking. 

Transportation and other infra-structure needs to be done first. Then any allowed development should 
be tailored to operate within the capacity of that infra-structure. 

Understanding the make-up of the task force/organization as the group continues to work on the study 
areas.  What funds and resources are available for the study area and how does the group go about 
working and developing a work plan. 

Where are the schools????? 

With the abundance of new housing along the courthouse corridor as well as Roslyn and Clarendon is 
does not make economic sense to build high density residential building that must be accessed via 
roadways ill equipped to handle additional traffic. 

Would be good to also consider area around Washington and Lee HS as many student walk, bike, ride to 
school from surrounding neighborhoods. 

 

Question 6. Staff is exploring the idea of holding educational forums during this process related to 
some of the planning elements that will be discussed. What background information are you 
interested in learning more about?  
Please list other ideas. 

Combining all into a whole 

impact on schools 
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Question 6. Staff is exploring the idea of holding educational forums during this process related to 
some of the planning elements that will be discussed. What background information are you 
interested in learning more about?  
Please list other ideas. 

rather than "educational" forums, which sounds like a one-way delivery of information, consider that you 
can create structured facilitated spaces for information exchange, learning and co-creation. Other area 
to emphasize - Beauty...ART, the arts, arts community. We must make the arts a priority for this 
community. Arlington has not done this and is suffering for it as a few builders and a few architects are 
defining what Arlington is and looks like. Those few are not us...and we want to see us and Arlington to 
be us, not them. 

Street changes 

The impact of increased density on local school population. 

 

Question 7. Do you have any other expectations or considerations for this study? 

Address  Aging-in-Place accommodations immediately at the beginning of the plan development.. 

Always glad to participate in the transportation forum. 
 
Developing and sustaining mixed income housing is a challenge we need to address. 

ANOTHER FAILURE: One of the visions is for more mixed use, e.g., development along Lee Highway which 
we support.  Nearly all of the property along the south side of Lee Highway between Spout Run and 
Veitch is either already zoned commercial or multi-family or zoned for multi-family or townhouses, 
typically 4 stories, a stretch nearly 1 mile long.  Yet, the vision study does not show in a map or suggest in 
a narrative, a single retail or mixed use development on the south side of Lee Highway along this stretch.  
This is absurd and further damages the study's credibility.  Why leave this area out of the vision? 

Arlington has a very segregated high school community.  I believe it is  in the best interest of our youth 
that our schools become more  integrated.  Integrated communities enriches everyone's life. Planning is 
key. 

As a homeowner, I expect to be kept informed of any and all developments that would directly affect our 
neighborhood and our schools. 

Better outreach to all members of the community, with direct mail, discussion from neighborhood 
schools/PTAs, etc.  All day workshops don't work well in working parents schedule, and neighborhood 
associations are not communicating effectively. 

Community involvement throughout the entire process, not solely the County ramming their ideas 
through 

don't be affraid to be visionary and bold 

Don't screw up the bike planning like you did on Columbia Pike. 

For better or worse, residents in the Harrison/Lee Hwy area use and depend on their cars.  Metro and 
the infrequent bus service are not options for most of us.  While those who live in Rosslyn may be more 
dependent and use Metro.  Please keep this in mind as you continue your study. 

I already participate by attending meetings and filling out surveys and living a block from Lee High way. 
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Question 7. Do you have any other expectations or considerations for this study? 

I believe utilizing the neighborhood associations is ill-advised to reach all electorate.  Broader discussion, 
such as through newspapers and mailed flyers to the regions affected by the study should be used for 
extended outreach.  We are caught blindsided because our representatives have not been distributing 
the development trends that have been on-going, and the County seems to be relying on the 
associations administrative support erroneously. 

I covered this in the opening question. It would be easier to provide a webinar or other virtual means of 
hearing updates (I find it hard to get to the in-person meetings). 

I do not want this area to turn into a Clarendon-like area. 

I expect the county to give exisiting residents and home owners of the Lee Highway corridor priority in 
determining the future of our neighborhoods. I expect the county to prioritize that home owners retain 
the value in their homes including the quiet, peaceful neighborhoods that reside just steps for Lee 
Highway. 

I expect/hope that by working together we can build trust between developers and current residents 
while avoiding any reactionary "NIMBYism". It's exciting to think about how great the corridor can be in 
the long term. 

I have fears more than expectations--fears that the county and staff will let developers (who do not live 
in the corridor) get away with too much development and too many high buildings. 

I hope that the study, as it applies to our community (between Lee Highway and I-66 and Veitch and 
Adams St. will be abandoned. 

I hope that there will be no change in the GLUP and zoning and and the  current 3-5 story limits for our 
neighborhood will be preserved. I am certainly against the planned increase in density, since it will have 
a huge negative impact on quality of life and property prices. 

I hope the plan isn't finalized until educational forums take place for the community. 

I would hope input will be considered from those who currently use Lee Hwy and live in the local area.  
Maybe low-rise development is what is right for the neighborhood. 

I would hope the end result ends up with a Plan and amendment to the current GLUP.  
Recommendations should include ways to spur redevelopment through expedited processing, real estate 
tax abatement programs, etc. 

I would like the study to include what we can expect with regard the impact development along the 
corridor will have on our property taxes. 

I would like to know what the plans are for alleys that are in between neighborhoods and whether 
anything will be done to upgrade these.  Some of these alleys look like the third world. 

I would like to make sure that Lee Highway performs well as a highway and a commercial corridor, and 
discourages cut through traffic into the neighborhoods. 

Implementation plans. How will these things be achieved. 

in arlington there are few choice schools, so where one lives has a large impact on which school one goes 
to.  there is a huge disparity in socioeconomic character between say tuckahoe elementary, at 3% free 
and reduced lunch students and 82% caucasian, and carlin springs, at 81% free/reduced lunch and 16% 
caucasian.  please give some thought to desegregating our community.  it's not good for us. 
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Question 7. Do you have any other expectations or considerations for this study? 

Keep it an open forum / don't let the NIMBY's hijack it.  
 
Find a way to compartmentalize NIMBY groups by breaking down the "zones" (or at least explaining that 
the zones are diverse areas). The GLUP exhibit is promising but will be a distraction to some people who 
fear positive change... 

Keep young adults in mind! 

Let's talk about that. Have to go to a commission meeting now. 

Make Lee Highway 5 points intersection safer. 

making sure that the neighborhood doesn't become too urban. some of us like the suburb feel. 

My concern is that because we are single family homes that our needs will not be taken into 
consideration. We do not want huge apartments taking over our area. The zoning needs to stand as is. 

No 

no 

No new increases in density.  I live right by Potomac Towers and we cannot increase the towers there 
nor open 20th Street and expand it.  It will kill this neighborhood with its children and pet owners. 

NO STREETCARS PLEASE!!!! Bike lanes would be nice, but keep the traffic moving. 

No. 

No.  The best ideas of participants in the study won't come to pass unless the issue of traffic volume is 
solved.  If I had my way, there would be a tunnel under Arlington from the Theodore Roosevelt bridge to 
I-66.  It would have one exit/entrance within Arlington for emergency vehicles only. 

Normal congestion /the volume/ has to be considered a major part of this revitalization ! 
 
Traffic lights coordinated / perhaps under ground crossings for certain areas. Making 25 mph or less in 
areas during peak traffic times is what we have already! Narrowing the lanes &amp; increasing bus only 
lanes doesn't really make sense to me. 

Not at this time. 

Not really -- any sensible urban design will be worlds better than the status quo. 

Please don't allow a 12 story building to be built right behind my house, I'm concerned about property 
values. 

Please offer sessions on multiple days of the week rather than two sessions on one day. For those in 
healthcare and other fields who work 12 hour shifts, it is impossible to make either meeting time if that 
is a work day. 

Please reject the proposed plan as it applies new, high density apartment buildings in the Potomac 
Towers parking area, to widening and increasing the traffic flow on 20th St., to allowing more traffic on 
Wayne and Vance Streets, and to create an entrance to the Potomac Towers parking area at Wayne St. 

Please reject the proposed plan as it applies new, high density apartment buildings in the Potomac 
Towers parking area, to widening and increasing the traffic flow on 20th St., to allowing more traffic on 
Wayne and Vance Streets, and to create an entrance to the Potomac Towers parking area at Wayne St. 
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Question 7. Do you have any other expectations or considerations for this study? 

Take a wholly different approach to this planning. Not one that is top down or bottom up but a co-design 
and co-creation process. Consider how to be more progressive, open, adaptive, reflexive and resilient in 
your approaches to planning and development. Consider how to truly lean on and depend on and  
leverage the massive talent, knowledge, ambition, energy, creativity, innovation and expertise that lives 
in this space that you plan for. Give away the planning process rather worrying that it may get away from 
you. Involve the people/expertise that can help you to do this. If you think you are already doing this, 
then please let's have a conversation about it. I have a different perspective as might others and a 
conversation may be helpful to understand and reconcile the differences. 

That it be moved beyond a "study" and implemented, the way the Columbia Pike study has been. 

That we will have input and not feel as if we are having to accept visions that don't agree with our real 
world experiences.  I attended one of the first meetings and I felt the focus was increasing business taxes 
for Arlington and not how we enjoyed our community. 

The county needs to contact the people of the neighborhoods that are being affected.  The single family 
homes on the alternative side of I-66 are not being represented. 

The county needs to contact the people of the neighborhoods that are being affected.  The single family 
homes on the alternative side of I-66 are not being represented. 

There should be one or more significant park along Lee Highway in a commercial area to provide a public 
space for congregating and social mixing. Something equivalent to Oxford Park along Wilson Blvd. 

Those is the affected area need to be consulted sooner rather than later. This could have a very large 
impact on my family. 

Transitional zoning options to allow critical mass and proportions to reasonably achieve consensus goals. 

Want to know what types of buildings will replace what currently exists along Lee HIghway specifically in 
Cherry dale. 

We need affordable and market rate housing in north of Wilson Blvd.  We need options that our 
teachers, police and other workers can afford.  Also, look forward to making this area more walkable. 

We need to add charm and character to stretches of Lee Highway.   I encourage planners to look at 
Rockridge neighborhood in Oakland, CA for inspiration. 

Where are the schools????? 

Would be fantastic if we could do something to allow better traffic flow at the major intersections as 
part of this redevelopment.  Even in just a simple way, such as using the same logic for the traffic lights 
(why does the light at Glebe/Lee turn yellow while still counting down for pedestrians, but other Lee 
Hwy lights do not?).  It would be useful if developing multi-family housing to use that opportunity to 
divert traffic patterns.  Cherrydale/Five Corners is a mess of an intersection -- might benefit if you tunnel 
Quincy street under Lee Hwy -- similar to how Yorktown Blvd goes under Glebe near Marymount 
University. 

Yes, this study must not only focus on a grand vision but must also develop a concrete plan for executing 
substantial improvements to Lee Highway to truly accommodate needs for adequate travel lanes, cycling 
lanes, parking lanes, and sidewalks along the entire length of Lee Highway. 
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